Fall Semester 2018
Monday in Delehanty Hall 219 at 4:15PM
(unless noted otherwise)

10/01/2018 **Greg Walsh**, USGS Montpelier, VT:
“Geology of the Anti-Atlas Mountains, Morocco”

**Attention, this is a Tuesday**

10/09/2018 **Steve Semken**, Global Institute of Sustainability, Arizona State University, AZ:
“Place based education in Natural Science”

10/15/2018 **Bess Koffman**, Department of Geology, Colby College, ME:
“Dust, ash, and climate: tracing sources and impacts in the subarctic Pacific Ocean”

10/22/2018 **Rebecca Lybrand**, Department of Crop and Soil Science, Oregon State University, OR:
“Mars Analogs on Earth: Assessing the distribution of soluble salts in hyperarid environments”

**Attention, this is a Tuesday**

10/30/2018 **Darby Dyar**, Mount Holyoke College, MA:
“Calibrating ChemCam: Probing Mars Chemistry at Arm’s Length”

11/12/2018 **Mike Retelle**, Department of Geology, Bates College, ME:
Recent hydrological regime shift in a warming high arctic climate in the Svalbard archipelago”

Sponsored by the Department of Geology Visiting Lecture Series
For additional information contact:
Julia Perdrial • Department of Geology • University of Vermont • 180 Colchester Ave. Burlington, VT 05405
(802) 656-0665 • Julia.Perdrial@uvm.edu